The bone mass concept: problems in short stature
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Abstract

Bone densitometry is currently one of the mainstays in the evaluation of systemic bone diseases in adults and is also increasingly used to assess primary or secondary bone disorders in children and adolescents. The purpose of carrying out densitometric studies in such circumstances is to measure the densitometric indicators of bone stability. Following procedures which were established for diagnosing adult osteoporosis, a decrease in densitometric surrogates of bone stability is usually interpreted as indicating increased fracture risk.

The most basic densitometric parameter is bone mineral content (BMC), which can be measured with most densitometric techniques. BMC is either defined as the mass of mineral contained in an entire bone or as the mass of mineral per unit bone length. While mineral mass can be expected to be a good surrogate for bone stability, BMC is obviously a size-dependent parameter, since small bones weigh less than big bones. This is a drawback in paediatric use, since many children and adolescents who are examined by densitometry suffer from chronic disorders and are short-for-age. Short children will have a lower BMC than their healthy age-matched peers, even if their (smaller) bones are otherwise completely normal.
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Introduction

It is generally accepted that fractures result from low bone mass. Bone mass accounts for 75–85% of the variance in the ultimate strength of bone tissue, and such measurements also provide an accurate indication of whole bone strength (1).

Most fractures occur late in life, and patients with fractures often have low bone density when compared with age-matched controls (2, 3). If low peak bone density is an important contributor to the reduced bone density of fracture patients, then the development of optimal peak bone mass during childhood and adolescence is of crucial importance for the prevention of osteoporosis.

Bone densitometry is a widely used tool for the quantitative assessment of the skeleton. Perhaps the most frequently assessed densitometric parameter at present is areal bone mineral density (aBMD; the mineral mass of bone per unit area of the two-dimensional projection image). This parameter can be measured by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) and is expressed as g/cm². However, the main drawback of aBMD in paediatric use is that it is a bone size-dependent measure. For this reason, aBMD is often difficult to interpret in children, because short children will have a lower aBMD than their age-matched peers, even if their smaller bones are otherwise completely normal. In contrast, peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) allows for unambiguous distinction between the effects of bone size and changes in bone mass per unit volume (volumetric BMD, expressed as g/cm³). pQCT therefore has the potential to improve the diagnostic utility of densitometry in the growing skeleton. The aim of this study was to analyse the influence of height and bone size on the analysis of bone mass and density.

Subjects and methods

Subjects

The study population comprised healthy children and adolescents as well as parents. The population has been described in detail in previous studies (4–6). Probands with idiopathic short stature were characterised by height below – 2 s.d.

Methods

Height was measured with a stadiometer. Body mass was measured with a digital electronic scale. Forearm length was measured as the distance between the ulnar styloid process and the olecranon with a calliper. Bone mass and density of the non-dominant side were measured by pQCT at the distal radius (XCT 2000; Stratec Medizintechnik GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany). Bone mineral content (BMC, mg/mm) and BMD (trabecular density, mg/cm³) were automatically analysed from...
the tomographic image with the use of the manufacturer’s software as described earlier (4–6).

Determination of muscle area was performed at the non-dominant forearm by use of pQCT as described previously (7).

Results

Figure 1 shows that children and adults with a height below −2 s.d. have a bone mass which in most cases is below the regression line of the controls if related to age. In contrast, BMC at the distal radius in short stature related to height and muscle area was not different from the control group. BMC showed the strongest relationship to muscle area in the control group and also in the short-stature group. Trabecular density as a marker of bone density was normally distributed whether related to age, height or muscle area (Fig. 2). Table 1 describes s.d. scores for BMC and trabecular density. Only the mean age-dependent s.d. score for BMC was significantly different from zero in the male short-stature group.

Figure 1 Age, height and muscle dependency of BMC in healthy males and females (grey circles). Probands with short stature (below −2 s.d.) are indicated by solid circles.
In the past decade there has been considerable interest in the assessment of bone density in children. This has been driven partly by recognition of the fact that the risk of osteoporosis in adults is influenced by peak bone mass which is largely achieved during childhood and adolescence. However, the main reason for such an interest has been the availability of techniques such as DXA because of its speed, precision and low radiation dose. There have been extensive publications reporting DXA in both healthy children and those with a variety of chronic diseases.

However, it is important to remember that DXA is a technique that was originally developed for use in adults, in particular for the diagnosis and management of postmenopausal osteoporosis. Children are not just small adults and therefore the assessment and interpretation of DXA scans in children need to be undertaken with caution.

**Figure 2** Age, height and muscle dependency of bone density (trabecular density) in healthy males and females (grey circles). Probands with short stature (below – 2 s.d.) are indicated by solid circles.

**Discussion**

In the past decade there has been considerable interest in the assessment of bone density in children. This has been driven partly by recognition of the fact that the risk of osteoporosis in adults is influenced by peak bone mass which is largely achieved during childhood and adolescence. However, the main reason for such an interest has been the availability of techniques such as DXA because of its speed, precision and low radiation dose. There have been extensive publications reporting DXA in both healthy children and those with a variety of chronic diseases.

However, it is important to remember that DXA is a technique that was originally developed for use in adults, in particular for the diagnosis and management of postmenopausal osteoporosis. Children are not just small adults and therefore the assessment and interpretation of DXA scans in children need to be undertaken with caution.
It is standard procedure both in pediatrics and in adult medicine to relate many diagnostic parameters to age. However, this is in contrast to recommendations presented by Mazess & Cameron (8), the developers of single photon absorptiometry. More than 30 years ago, in one of the first bone densitometric studies ever performed in children (8), the authors referred BMC (i.e. the mass of bone mineral) to bone width in order to eliminate the effects of skeletal size (9). These early observations were confirmed by the presented data from our pilot study in short stature. BMC values related to age in idiopathic short-stature patients were often ‘artificially’ low. The same results on height or muscle function were not different from the control group. In contrast, the analysis of trabecular density was independent of age, height and muscle mass. There was no ‘peak density’ and no ‘peak mass’ when related to height and muscle mass. The strongest predictors of bone mass development were height and muscle mass. There was a moderate correlation between age and BMC during childhood. Using age-related reference data would produce a lot of ‘healthy’ children with osteopenia. The clinical relevance of this problem in young adults has been demonstrated in patients with constitutional delay of growth and puberty. These patients have a final height in the lower normal range. Using linear absorption techniques in combination with age-related reference data suggested a high risk for osteoporosis (10). However, as reported by Bertelloni et al. (11), bone mass deficit of these patient disappears when results are corrected for body height or bone size. Similar effects have been described in children with renal failure and transplantation (12). Gafni & Baron (13) described the ‘overdiagnosis’ of osteoporosis in children in a recently published paper in more detail (13).

How, then, can densitometric data in children and adolescents be evaluated in a rational way? We propose a functional approach to this fundamental problem, which takes into account the balance between bone strength and the forces which normally challenge bone stability. The largest physiological loads on a bone result from muscle contraction (14, 15). Even during everyday activities muscle contraction routinely puts much larger loads on the skeleton than the simple effect of gravity, because muscles have to move the body around by using quite unfavourable lever arms (14, 15). Bone stability therefore needs to be adapted to muscle force. This functional muscle–bone relationship could be used for diagnostic purposes, when densitometric surrogates of bone strength are compared with indicators of muscle force.

When the musculo–skeletal system is thus analysed as a functional unit, the question arises as to how ‘normality’ should be defined. Bone strength may be adequately adapted to local muscle force but, if muscle force is abnormally low, this means that bone strength is also decreased. With regard to the application of the muscle–bone relationship to clinical practice, we propose the two-step diagnostic algorithm shown in Fig. 3. A measure of muscle force or size and a measure of BMC at a corresponding location are required. The results can be combined into four diagnostic groups. In the first situation, muscle force or size adequate for height: if BMC is adapted normally to the muscle system, the result is interpreted as ‘normal’ but if BMC is lower than expected for muscle force or size, a ‘primary bone defect’ is diagnosed. In the second situation, muscle force or size is too low for height: even

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Results of pQCT analysis in short stature. Values are mean±s.d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-BMC 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-trabecular BMD 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant difference of score mean value from 0.

Figure 3 Proposed diagnostic algorithm for osteoporosis. (Reprinted, with permission of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research, from (16.).)
if BMC is adequately adapted to the decreased mechanical challenge, this means that bone mass and presumably strength are still too low for body height and therefore a ‘secondary bone defect’ is diagnosed. If muscle force or size are abnormally low and BMC is even lower than expected from a normal muscle–bone relationship, a ‘mixed bone defect’ (primary and secondary) is present (16).

Based on such simple ideas, it can be reasonably suggested that analyses of bone mass (and bone structure) should focus on the question of whether they are adequate for bone function. The main purpose of bones is to provide enough strength (not merely enough mass) to keep voluntary physical loads from causing spontaneous fractures, regardless of whether these loads are chronically subnormal (as in inactivity or muscle disorders), normal or supranormal. This concept has been recommended recently by Ward & Glorieux (17): ‘Osteoporosis will be said to exist when the skeleton has not been able to withstand its mechanical challenges (growth and muscle force) due to inadequate bone mass and/or structure, resulting in atraumatic fractures. This means that a child will not be labelled with osteoporosis unless there is a history of fractures that occur with minimal trauma. With such an approach, the term osteopenia will not be employed in the assessment of a child’s bone health.’
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